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There is substantial evidence of disparities in mental and physical health outcomes
in the LGBT+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and minority sexual and gender
identities) community. [1] This can be linked to underlying social stigma and
inequality.
Stonewall’s 2015 survey of over 3000 NHS staff found that at work, 25% had heard
homophobic language, and 20% had heard transphobic language. [2] More recently,
Stonewall highlights that transgender patients report ongoing discrimination within
the NHS and that healthcare staff remain unaware of these patients’ specific health
needs. [3]
Such experiences can cause patients to avoid seeking healthcare. More positive
experiences, however, are linked to better outcomes—a 2017 survey of transgender
young people in Canada found a link between feeling comfortable with family doctors
and better general and mental health status. [4]
In their recent letter, Reich and Khakhria highlight the need for LGBT+ health
education within UK medical curricula, mirroring calls for dedicated teaching time on
this subject from the World Health Organisation and from the UK government
through its LGBT Action Plan. [5-7]
For the past four years, the fifth year medical students at University College London
Medical School have received dedicated teaching on LGBT+ health. This includes
overview lectures about the health and social inequalities in the LGBT+ community,
relevant law, and professional guidance; followed by smaller group seminars based
around clinical scenarios. The clinical scenarios directly reflect the lived experiences
of LGBT+ people who have been treated within the NHS and encourage students to
identify best practice behaviour. These scenarios also incorporate the needs of
potentially less visible groups, i.e. LGBT+ people who are also in other minority
groups. This might include older LGBT+ adults, LGBT+ adolescents, LGBT+ people
who are BAME (black, Asian and minority ethnic), LGBT+ people who are religious,
and/or LGBT+ people who have a disability.
A recent international systematic review of 15 LGBT+ teaching programmes in
healthcare settings (seven of which were in medical schools) reported significant
variation in content. Key criticisms were that there was insufficient focus on the
specific issues faced by people who are transgender/non-binary, and that there was
often no or minimal involvement of LGBT+ people in the teaching. [8]
To our knowledge the UCL programme is unique in that all elements are developed
and delivered by LGBT+ people and includes visits from “expert patient” speakers
who are transgender/non-binary.

Intergroup contact theory is a theory predicting that exposure to minority groups in
appropriate settings can reduce prejudice. [9] Involving transgender/non-binary
speakers in medical school teaching offers students an appropriate setting in which
to ask questions, enhancing their empathy for the experiences of a group with which
they may not have had prior contact
One of these speakers reported that taking part in the teaching was, “A very
empowering experience that will hopefully help in shaping future attitudes towards
transgender people.”
Following the teaching, close to 100% of students have agreed that the speakers
aided their understanding of LGBT+ health. Students have also consistently reported
increased confidence in using appropriate language related to sexual orientation and
gender identity, as well as in the clinical assessment of LGBT+ patients. They have
described the teaching as, “A really informative session highlighting the complexity of
issues that I hadn’t previously considered,” and “Something that isn’t taught
anywhere else in our curriculum, but highly relevant & important.”
Incorporating LGBT+ teaching into UCL’s compulsory curriculum has ensured the
sustainability of the programme. We strongly encourage all medical schools to
secure dedicated curriculum time for this content, and share our aim of creating
cohorts of junior doctors who are competent and confident in providing high quality
and inclusive care to all patients, regardless of sexual orientation and gender
identity.
We are happy to share our teaching resources via email and these will soon also be
available via the UCL medical school website.
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